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Муниципальный этап
Ответы 7-8 классы
LISTENING
1. A
2. B
3. A
4. B
5. A
6. A

7. cartoon
8. chef
9. lake
10. ten/10
11. movies
12. restaurant
13. January the 28th/January 28/the 28th of January
14. January the 30th/January 30/the 30th of January
15. February

READING
1. A
2. C
3. C
4. D
5. D

6. B
7. A
8. A
9. B
10. B
11. A
12. B
13. B
14. B
15. A

USE OF ENGLISH
1. B
2. D
3. A
4. B
5. C
6. D
7. A
8. A
9. A
10. C

11. are
12. on
13. for
14. as
15. part
16. make
17. over
18. sure/certain
19. come
20. over/with

Task 1 Listening script
Aaron: That was a great Japanese lesson today!
Sophia: Yeah! I enjoyed trying to write the characters, though I haven’t found a system for remembering
them yet. It’s challenging to study a language that is so different from your own, isn’t it?
Aaron: You need a bit of brain power sometimes, yeah. Personally, I don’t think I’ll ever speak any
language other than English perfectly. But so many people speak English around the world that it doesn’t
matter if you can’t speak anything else.
Sophia: I think that being able to use at least a few words when you travel abroad is a really positive thing
to do. It helps you create better relationships with people from other countries.
Aaron: Well I learn languages because I enjoy doing it. I don’t really travel a lot.
Sophia: Anyway, you’ve got a much better memory than I have for learning new words. How do you do
that?
Aaron: I don’t know. It just seems to happen. I don’t make a lot of effort to remember things – they just
seem to stay in my head.
Sophia: Lucky you! You know what I love most about learning languages?
Aaron: Go on.
Sophia: When someone who speaks the language you’re learning actually understands what you’re saying
in it. Of course, I don’t always understand what they’re saying back to me, but never mind. You can ask
people to repeat what they’ve said or use a dictionary to help.
Aaron: I don’t seem to have too many problems with listening. I’d say speaking is probably my strongest
skill, but putting things down on paper is where I have most problems. It helps if you read a lot, though.
Then you know how things are spelled, that kind of thing.
Sophia: I know. I don’t think getting things wrong is actually something we should try to avoid. That’s
the way you learn!
Aaron: ‘Cause you’re more likely to remember something if someone has to correct you. Yeah, I’d agree
with you there.

Task 2 Listening script
Welcome to the film review programme. Today we’re reviewing some of this week’s new films. Let’s
start with this week’s likely hit, Jungle Fever. This is quite an unusual one. Some of you may remember
last year’s TV documentary film about a family of tigers in India. Well, this is a cartoon based on that
programme, and I can report that it’s great fun for people of any age.
Some of you will be excited to know that actor Steve Wills is back on our screens. You remember him as
action hero Marty Kay, but in his new film Call it he actually plays a chef working in an Italian pizza
takeaway in New York City. Actor Jennifer Peckary plays his manager Jojo, and romance is in the air.
Don’t miss Swim!, a comedy which takes a look at learning to swim as an adult. It’s about a 20 year old
man who wants to join in with his friends when they swim in the lake near his home. So he goes to the
local pool to take lessons. Be prepared to laugh until it hurts.
And now it’s competition time. So, I hope you’ve listened carefully and made some notes. If you want to
enter this month’s competition, just go online and answer the 10 questions in our quiz. Go to
www.movies.co and select your answers. Last month we gave out free cinema tickets as a prize; this time
we’re offering restaurant tickets, which you can use at a choice of exciting places. You must complete
your entry by January the 28th. Make sure you finish by 2 PM, when the competition closes. We’ll
announce the winners on the 30th of January and if you’re lucky, the prize will be yours by the second
week in February. Good luck and good bye!

